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Sirius Optics
Unit 1
26 Darnick Street
Underwood, Qld 4119

Opening Hours

10am-5:30pm Mon-Fri
9am-2pm Sat

Phone: 07 3423 2355
www.sirius-optics.com.au

Sky-Watcher Virtuoso 150mm
Collapsible GTI (WIFI)

AUD
$689.00

Product Images

Short Description

150 mm 6″ VIRTUOSO GTi Tabletop Reflector

Portable tabletop GOTO with WiFi. (Handset optional)
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Telescope can be controlled with SynScan Pro App for iOS and Android
GOTO via SynScan free app
Powered by standard DC12V
Sky Watchers unique Freedom Find dual encoder technology

NOTE: This telescope features a 'mini-Dobsonian' mount and is designed to be set up for use on a table or other elevated surface,
rather than on the ground. It does not use a tripod.

Description

The Sky-Watcher VIRTUOSO GTi 150/750mm Tabletop Reflector is a fully automatic telescope ideal for intermediate astronomers
and those who want portablity and getting to the serious business of observing.

Aligning the Virtuoso mount does not take very long at all using the “Bright Object” alignment mode, and using the computerised
SynScan system is the ultimate upgrade that allows automatic pointing and tracking of more than 42,000 object in the sky!

Finding faint nebula is as challenge at the best of times so this means that you spend less time finding a faint nebula or a distant
planet and more time to enjoy your observing. Astronomy has never been so easy!

The Virtuoso 6” Collapsible reflector is a compact and easy-to-use table top telescope, ideal for all kind of observations.

The patented collapsible system makes it is particularly easy to store and transport. You simply extend the tube, point the
telescope using the red dot finder scope, insert the eyepiece and you are away on an night of observing. The Sky-Watcher Virtuoso
telescope will show you Saturn’s rings, Jupiter’s bands, Mars and even phases of Venus.

Of course the moon will be spectacular in this scope. 

The VIRTUOSO GTi Mount – WiFi-controllable with iOS and Android by using Wifi to control the telescope wirelessly with your
mobile device; smartphone or tablet, or you can control your scope with an optional Syncsan hand controller, allowing it to do
smooth tracking and alignment.

For WIFI you can easily download the SynScan App from Google play or the App Store.
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